Environmental Issue Oral Presentation Evaluation

Student Presenters (Name): __________ Date: __________

Title: __________

OVERALL IMPRESSION

I: ORGANIZATION (your score/maximum score)

a. Follows a general presentation framework (x/5)
b. Well structured, good transition between slides and sections (x/5)
c. Consistent format throughout a presentation (x/5)

II: DELIVERY (your score/maximum score)

d. Voice projection and punctuation (x/5)
e. Effective uses of body languages (e.g., facial expressions, eye contacts, gestures) (x/5)
f. Easy-to-understand slides (x/5)
g. Effective uses of pictures, maps, figures, or tables (x/10)

III: CONTENT (your score/maximum score)

h. Concise and effective introduction (x/5)
i. Significance of the environmental issue (x/5)
j. Sufficient scientific background (are scientific papers cited?) (x/10)
k. Logical discussion (x/10)
l. Adhere to time requirement (~8 min) (x/5)

SCORE (total of your score/total of maximum score)

xx/75 = %